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Abstract— Capacitive sensors have many applications in 
tactile sensing, human-machine interfaces, on-body sensors, 
and patient monitoring. Particularly in biomedical applications, it 
would be beneficial if the sensor is disposable and readily 
degradable for efficient recycling. In this study, we report a 
biodegradable capacitive tactile pressure sensor based on 
sustainable and bio resourced materials. Silver-nanowire-coated 
rubber tree leaf skeletons are used as transparent and flexible 
electrodes while a biodegradable clear tape is used as the 
dielectric layer. The fabricated sensor is sensitive and can 
respond to low pressures (7.9 mN when pressed with a probe 
with a surface area of 79 mm2 / 0.1 kPa) ranging to relatively high pressures (37 kPa), with a sensitivity up to ≈ 4.5×10-

3 kPa-1. Owing to all bio resourced constituents, the sensor is biodegradable and does not create electronic waste. 

 
Index Terms— Bioinspiration; capacitive sensors; leaf skeleton; Ag nanowires 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LEXIBLE devices are intensively researched [1], [2], due to 

their promising applications in flexible displays[3], flexible 

sensors [4], flexible solar cells [5], artificial electronic skins 

(“e-skins”) [6], human-computer interfaces [7], and many other 

devices [8]–[10]. As the applications of electronic devices are 

increasing, so is the waste created by disposed electronic 

devices (electronic waste, e-waste). E-waste is posing a serious 

threat to the environment [11]. To limit the growing amount of 

e-waste, it would be highly preferable to have the devices 

disposable and easily recyclable: for example, by having it 

degradable and decomposable, just like most nature-derived 

materials. 

Among the many applications of flexible devices, tactile 

pressure sensors, or touch detectors play an essential role [12], 

[13]. For tactile pressure sensors, the capacitive sensing 

principle has been widely used [14], [15]. A capacitive tactile 

pressure sensor consists of two conductive electrodes, with a 

dielectric in between. An ideal electrode material has low cost, 

low resistance, and high flexibility. Furthermore, high optical 

transmittance is needed for some applications e.g. transparent 

electronic skins.  

Extensive research has been conducted to assess the potential 

of paper and eco-friendly polymer-based electronics and proof 

of concept touch sensors have been demonstrated using such 

materials [16]–[18]. These paper and polymer-based touch 

sensors are fabricated in cleanrooms, using sophisticated 

techniques such as photolithography and physical vapor 

deposition. These facilities and processes are very expensive, 

despite the cheap cost of the paper or the polymer substrate 

itself. Apart from high costs, such fabrication processes involve 

the use and disposal of many chemicals which are harmful to 

the environment. Studies are claiming that relatively easier 

fabrication on paper and polymer substrates can be achieved by 

using Ag nanowire inks and other nanocomposites [18]–[20]. 

However, efforts to improve the transparency and the 

performance of sensors based on Ag nanowires are still being 

pursued. 

 In this study, we report the fabrication of capacitive pressure 

sensors out of plant-based materials. A skeleton of rubber tree 

leaf (Hevea brasiliensis), coated with Ag nanowires, was used 

as a transparent and flexible electrode (Fig. 1a) while a 

biodegradable cellulose clear tape was used as a dielectric layer. 

The electrode was fabricated by dispersing Ag nanowires on the 

leaf skeleton. The skeleton has an interconnected fractal-like 

structure, composed of lignin and other biomaterials. The 

interconnected fractal-like design provides stability and good 

surface coverage with a small amount of material. This fractal-

like architecture is responsible for high flexibility and allows 

the repeated bending of the surface. Skeleton of the rubber tree 

leaf was used as it is very flexible, provides decent 

transparency, is not fragile, and is readily available. It is also 

noteworthy to mention that the leaf skeletons of rubber tree leaf 

used in this study are not the only natural surfaces that can be 

used as electrodes. Many leaf skeletons display unique fractal 

architectures at different length scales. Ag nanowire coating can 

be done to any type of leaves that can be skeletonized and 

provide freestanding fractal structures [21], [22]. The 

biodegradable tape provides layered structures with adhesive 

and air gaps. These layers act as a compressible architecture, 

elastically collapsing under pressure.  The fabricated sensor was 

sensitive (4.5×10-3 kPa-1) and responded to a variety of pressure 

ranges (0.1 – 37 kPa). This strategy of directly using plant-
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based materials for the fabrication of capacitive sensors will 

provide valuable insights towards a sustainable, scalable, and 

facile approach to fabricate flexible electronics. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Materials 

For the fabrication of the leaf skeleton electrode, leaf 

skeletons of Hevea brasiliensis were purchased from skeleton-

leaf.com (United Kingdom). Ag-nanowires (diameter: 30 nm, 

Length: 20-50 µm) in ethanol and cetrimonium bromide 

(CTAB), were purchased from Merck, Finland. All the 

chemicals were used as received. Cellulose clear tape was 

purchased from Shurtape (USA). 

B. Fabrication of leaf skeleton electrode and capacitive 
sensor 

First, the leaf skeletons were dipped in 1mM solution of 

CTAB in DI water (ELGA purelab) and dried overnight at room 

temperature. Next, the leaf skeletons were placed inside 

hydrophobic Petri dishes, along with Ag nanowires (150 mg 

cm-2, diluted in ethanol + water in 1:1 ratio), and allowed to dry 

under ambient conditions for 1 h. Finally, the skeletons were 

placed over a hot plate and dried for 30 min at 100 °C. 

For the fabrication of the capacitive sensor, rubber leaf 

skeleton electrodes were used as the top and the bottom 

electrodes of the capacitor. A single-sided cellulose clear tape 

was applied to the bottom side of the upper electrode. Double-

sided tape was used to connect the bottom electrode to the top 

electrode. The sensor was sealed with the cellulose clear tape 

applied on the two exposed sides of the electrodes. Finally, the 

wires were attached to the sensor by crimping them (10025-12, 

Nicomatic). The schematic of the fabrication and structure of 

the rubber leaf skeleton-based transparent electrode and the 

capacitive sensor is illustrated is shown in Figs. 1a and b, 

respectively. 

C. Characterization methods 

High-resolution surface structure characterization was 

performed by using an SEM (scanning electron microscope) 

(Jeol IT-500) operating at 5 kV. The elemental mapping of the 

leaf was done using an EDS (Energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy) attachment linked to SEM (JEOL). The sheet 

resistance of the skeleton leaf surfaces was measured using a 

general-purpose multimeter. Ag nanowire coated leaf skeletons 

of size 3 cm × 3 cm were cut and a copper tape (3M) was applied 

to the opposite sides of the before the resistance was measured.  

The fabricated sensors were characterized by using a 

mechanical tester (TA.XT Plus, Stable Micro Systems) with a 

non-conducting cylindrical probe (Ø 10 mm) for producing 

varying pressure P. LCR meter (ST2827A, Sourcetronics) was 

used to measure the corresponding capacitance C in the sensor. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. General Morphology 

 The morphology of the transparent electrode was 

investigated with SEM. The leaf skeleton shows fractal-like 

interconnected veins at the microscale (Figs. 2a and b). This 

framework provides support to the Ag nanowires which formed 

a conductive network across the skeleton (Fig. 2c). The 

scanning electron micrographs show a network of Ag nanowire 

of length ~20 – 50 m spread across the skeleton surfaces. The 

nanowires are evenly spread and conformally adhered to the 

surface to form a continuous nano-network throughout the area.  

The vascular bundles along with the interconnected fibers of the 

leaf skeleton can be seen in the SEM images. The cross-

sectional image (Fig. 2d) shows the layers of the sensors where 

the dielectric layer composed of tape (including adhesive 

material), leaf electrodes, and the encapsulating tape layers are 

evident. 

 To confirm the even distribution of the Ag nanowires on the 

rubber leaf skeleton surface, the EDS measurements were done.  

The EDS mapping data corresponding to the SEM images is 

shown in Fig. 3 which confirms the presence of Ag nanowires 

evenly distributed across the surface of the leaf skeleton. The 

elements C, N, O and K are also evident which are main 

constituents of the leaf skeleton.  

 

Fig.1. Fabrication of the biodegradable sensor. a) Schematic of the 
fabrication of transparent electrode. b) The layout of the biodegradable 
capacitive sensor, including leaf electrodes, dielectric tapes, and 
encapsulation tapes. 

 

 

Fig. 2. a-c) SEM images of rubber leaf skeletons coated with Ag 
nanowires. d) Scanning electron microscopy image displaying a cross-
section of the sensor.  
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B. Resistance of the electrode 

Bending can change the sheet resistance of the electrodes, 

which is undesirable. The conductivity of the rubber leaf 

skeleton electrode was measured using a general-purpose 

multimeter. To demonstrate the flexibility of the electrodes, the 

leaf electrode was clamped from its edges and bent with the 

help of a linear translation stage. Fig. 4a shows the conductivity 

of the leaf electrode where the skeleton electrode is used as a 

conductor in the circuit in a curved position to turn on an LED. 

The electrode had a sheet resistance of <10 Ω sq−1 (loading 

quantity of ~150 g cm-2 was used). The curvature of the leaf 

and the corresponding resistance were recorded as shown in 

Fig. 4b. The change in resistance value is almost negligible as 

the curvature is increased from 0 to 600 m−1 which shows the 

good flexibility of the leaf electrodes.  

To check the stability of the electrode with respect to the 

change in temperature, we measured its resistance at different 

temperatures (Fig. 4c). The Ag nanowire coated leaf skeleton 

was placed on the hot plate, the temperature was ramped up in 

the interval of 15 oC. The total time taken for the hot plate to 

reach 200 oC was ~11 min (~1 min per 15 oC step). The 

resistance values were recorded and plotted against the 

temperature intervals. The resistance was stable until 180 °C. At 

temperatures above 180 °C, the resistance increased 

substantially, which can be due to the snapping of the Ag 

nanowires at high temperatures [23]. 

C. Electrode transparency 

To show the transparency of the rubber leaf skeleton 

electrode, transmittance measurements were done. Fig. 4d 

shows the relative transmittance spectra of the leaf skeleton 

electrode without tape, and with tape at visible and near-

infrared wavelengths. The corresponding camera images are 

displayed in the inset. As evident from the figure, the relative 

optical transmittances of the electrode surfaces without and 

with tape (sheet resistances ~10 Ω sq-1) were in the range of 

50 – 70%. The transmittance of the entire sensor displayed 

values of ~20%, which is still decent to see through the sensor. 

D. Mechanism 

 The sensing mechanism of the leaf skeleton and biodegradable 

tape-based leaf sensor is shown in Fig. 5. The sensor is 

essentially a plate capacitor, with capacitance C directly 

proportional to the area A of the electrodes, directly 

proportional to the permittivity ε of the dielectric layer, and 

inversely proportional to the distance d between the electrodes, 

i.e., C ≈ εA/d. Any variation in A, ε, or d will lead to a variation 

in capacitance. For our sensors, the area A ≈ 2.25 cm2 and d was 

estimated to be in the range of ~300 − 400 µm (refer to Fig. 2d). 

When there is no load, the initial C is ~10 – 12 pF which 

increases up to 0.8 pF at a load of 40 kPa.  

In Fig. 2d, the cross-sectional images of the double-sided and 

the single-sided tape shows that the dielectric layer consists of 

the adhesive with a very thin air film between the two tapes. 

The adhesive is pressure-sensitive, and rubber based (according 

to the specifications manufacturer) and it does not spread across 

the surfaces very conformally, especially at the interface of the 

adhesive−electrode. This provides hollow cavity-like structures 

or air pockets. The air pockets, the elastic nature of the adhesive 

and the electrodes make the sensor compressible. When the 

pressure is applied, d decreases mainly from the compression 

of the adhesive material and deformation of the air pockets.  

The sensor provides high sensitivity even at very low 

pressures. The use of tapes as the dielectric layers offers an 

advantage over conventional dielectric layers as the adhesive 

material provides elasticity and offers a significant decrease in 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Photograph of the leaf skeleton electrode conducting 
electricity for powering an LED. (b) The change in resistance when the 
leaf skeleton electrode is bent. (c) The change in resistance when the 
leaf skeleton electrode is heated. (d) Relative transmittance spectra of 
the electrodes and the sensor. 

 

Fig. 3. EDS mapping of the Rubber leaf skeleton after deposition of Ag 
nanowires. Uniform coverage of the Ag nanowires on the surface is 
evident. The scalebar in all the images is 500 m. 

 

Fig. 5. Schematic of the capacitance sensing. The initial distance d1 
includes the double and single sided tapes and the air captured in the 
adhesive of the tapes. When the load is applied the distance d2 is mainly 
caused by the double and single sided tapes. 
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the thickness of the dielectric layer. Due to the presence of air 

pockets at the interface of the leaf electrode and 

adhesive−cellulose material of the tape, it is useful to think of 

the sensor as three capacitors in series, i.e., C = 1/(1/Cair + 

1/Cadhesive + 1/Ccellulose) = A/(dair/εair + dadhesive/εadhesive +  

dcellulose/εcellulose). Due to the deformation of the air pockets, it is 

safe to assume that the variation in dair is much larger than the 

variation in dadhesive and dcellulose. The dielectric constant of the 

cellulose is reported to be ~2.6 [24]  and rubber is < 3 [25]. So 

we can assume that most of the variation in the capacitance 

arises from the variation in dair [26], [27]. This explains why the 

elastically collapsible air pockets increase the sensitivity of the 

sensor. 

E. Sensor Studies 

The fabricated capacitive sensor was characterized by 

measuring relative capacitance C – C0 under varying P in the 

range from 0.1 to 37.4 kPa (Fig. 6a). The pressure was applied 

stepwise by pressing the sensor with a cylindrical probe and then 

removing the pressure. Each pressure step was repeated five 

times and the peak values of the steps were captured.  A second-

order polynomial y = – 4.1⋅10-4⋅x2 + 3.6⋅10-2⋅x + 3.3⋅10-2 was 

fitted to the mean values. 

Then, the hysteretic behavior of the sensor was studied by 

slowly and continuously loading and unloading the sensor five 

times. In these experiments, the maximum load was 30 kPa, and 

 

Fig. 6. Characterization of the capacitive sensor. a) Relative capacitance C– C0 under varying applied pressure P, with fitted 2nd order polynomial. b) 
Hysteretic behavior of the sensor: C– C0 versus 30 kPa load. Black graph is average of 5 repeats (blue graphs), the maximum hysteresis is 0.16 pF.  
The inset is the corresponding P-D curve from the measurements. c) Cyclic experiment with 1800 cycles of 12.5 kPa load and inset of 15 repeats. d) 
Relative C of the fresh sensor, 3 days old and 10 days old sensor versus the applied P. e) Sensitivity from the data in Fig. 6a). f) Degradation of the 
electrode in seven and over 150 days. Each point in the graphs indicates an average of five measurements, and error bars show standard deviation. 
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it was held for 60 s. Fig. 6b shows the relative capacitance C – 

C0 of the sensor versus the load P. The black graph is an average 

of five repeated measurements (blue graphs). The load 

decreased slightly from 30 kPa while the distance of the probe 

was kept constant during the 60 s hold, which can be caused by 

the geometric changes in the dielectric layer. The sensor had 

hysteretic behavior, the difference in the C – C0, between the 

loading and the unloading of the sensor, was 0.16 pF, which is 

~ 26% of total range (0.58 pF) of the sensor. Although the sensor 

had hysteretic behavior, the mean line is linear. The hysteresis 

can be partly caused by geometric deformations in the sensor, as 

evident from the P-D curve (Fig. 6b inset). 

The dynamic response of the sensor was studied by applying 

12.5 kPa cyclic pressure on the sensor with a 0.2 Hz frequency 

and recording the relative C. Fig. 6c shows that when measuring 

the C – C0 over a time window of ~2.5 hours (1800 cycles), there 

is an initial slow drift in the sensor response for the first ~1000 

cycles, but the sensors then seem to stabilize. However, looking 

at shorter time windows, the behavior is relatively stable already 

before reaching 1000 cycles (Fig. 6c inset). The slow drift can 

be caused by the surfaces of the electrodes and dielectrics taking 

some cycles to settle since they are not perfectly planar. 

To study the effect of aging of the sensor on its capacitance 

C, we fabricated a fresh sensor and measured the relative 

capacitance C – C0 versus applied pressure P. We then redid the 

same measurements after the sensor had aged three and ten days. 

Fig. 6d shows that the relative C – C0 slightly increases as the 

sensor ages, but the overall behavior of the sensor stays 

relatively similar. An increase in capacitance usually implies 

that the dielectric layer becomes thinner. Upon repeated usage 

and over a few ways, the adhesive material in the tape may have 

settled leading to a decrease in the thickness of the dielectric 

layer and change in the capacitance values. 

Using the same data as in Fig. 6a, the sensitivity S of the 

sensor as a function of pressure P was calculated as 

 

𝑆 =
𝑑(

𝐶

𝐶0
)

𝑑𝑃
,            (1) 

 

where C is the capacitance, C0 is the initial capacitance and P is 

applied pressure. The calculated sensitivity is shown in Fig. 6e. 

The maximum sensitivity was 4.5×10-3 kPa-1 and it was 

achieved with the smaller applied pressures. The sensitivity 

tends to decrease when the applied load was increased. This 

behavior can be beneficial for practical applications: the sensor 

has a high dynamic range. 

As the main constituent of the electrode and the dielectric 

layer is cellulose and lignin, the sensor can be considered 

biodegradable. These materials can be easily degraded using 

enzymes such as cellulase and lacclase that are found in the 

many atmospheric bacteria and fungi [28], [29] In addition, Ag 

itself is not toxic to the environment and is biologically 

nonreactive compound during biological processes [30].  In the 

initial study, we stored the skeleton electrode in tap water and 

monitored the degradability for 150+ days (Fig. 6f). As evident 

from Fig. 6f, the leaf skeleton showed significant degradation. 

We conclude that the sensor is biodegradable and can be 

expected to be easily processable as waste. 

Finally, the sensor was demonstrated in a throat movement 

capturing application (Fig. 7 and Video S1). The movements of 

the throat can indicate when the test person is breathing, 

speaking, or laughing even if there is no sound formed. This 

allows the tracking of speaking even if the person cannot speak 

or they must speak quietly. For the demonstration, the sensor 

was attached in the middle of the neck of the test person and the 

capacitance C was recorded while the test person was breathing 

normally, talking, and laughing. The sensor was able to capture 

a difference in the wave form of the signal when the test person 

was breathing (low peaks in the signal), talking (high peaks in 

the signal), and laughing (high and steep peaks in the signal). 

 

Fig. 7. Demonstration with the fabricated sensor. The sensor was attached in the middle of the neck of the test person and C was recorded while 
the test person breathing, speaking, and laughing. 
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This ability to capture different movements of the throat can be 

useful in future applications if speak capturing without a voice 

is needed.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we fabricated biodegradable and transparent 

electrodes and used them to fabricate flexible and transparent 

tactile pressure sensors. The electrode and the sensor were 

characterized and found to be sensitive and capable to capture 

relatively low and high pressures. The sensor is also 

biodegradable and can be expected to produce very little e-

waste. We noticed that there is hysteresis between the approach 

and the retraction curves, but the mean line is linear.  

Additionally, the sensors response was affected by the aging of 

the sensor. The sensor could be advantageous in applications 

where dynamic events are captured and  single use sensors are 

needed: like in the medical field where the sensors need to be 

clean for every patient. Also, these sensors could be useful in 

the rural areas where there are no recycling systems and the 

sensors can be easily processed after use. Finally, we 

demonstrated our sensor in throat movement capturing 

application. Our sensor was able to capture breathing, speaking, 

and laughing movements.  
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